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You'd be forgiven if you think you've heard it all when it comes to classic bicep triceps workout combos. But there are still many exercises that can get these two muscles burned, which may surprise you. As it turns out, getting more weapons and stronger, more defined biceps and triceps are all in the details, and there
are certainly ways to get a great biceps and triceps workout at home. Here's what you need to know: Getting big hands off your back, chest and triceps workouts and gaining weight comes from consistent lifting of dumbells and weights. But this sculpted upper body comes from the work of each muscle group from
multiple angles, not just lifting heavy weights and burnishing biceps and triceps through one million triceps curls and nothing else. This is why it is important that your workout triceps and biceps workout are dynamic, different and detail oriented. Working in back and biceps workouts and chest and triceps workouts
together can help you get that cut look that everyone wants. This is what this triceps and biceps workout provides through the barbells, dumbbells, and body weight workouts to push the muscles to the absolute maximum. To figure out how much weight to use, choose a set of weights that allows you to perform 8-10 reps
before exhaustion. Attaching the biceps and triceps together helps to make one muscle flexible is the extension of the other. This means that no group fully rests during this workout, making it a cruel burn worth fighting. Switching back and forth between biceps and triceps moves also allows you to keep your heart rate
up, as well as providing outdoor activities for a fuller weight session. Bicep Exercise: CurlStand bar with legs shoulder width apart. Using a behind-the-scenes grip, place your hips-width hands apart on the barbell and hold it with your hands right in front of your hips. Bend your elbows and raise the bar to your chest.
Below. 10 reps, 2 sets. Triceps Exercise: Overhead ExtensionHolding dumbbell in each hand, lie on a bench, knees bent, legs flat on the floor. Lift weight directly above the chest, hands straight, palms, standing in. bend your elbows and lower the weight back and over your head. Straighten your arms and lift them over
your chest again. 8-10 reps, 3 sets. Triceps Exercise: Dumbbells KickbackStand with legs hip-width apart, knee bent a bit. Loop forward at a waist of 45 degrees, keeping your back straight. Holding the dumbbell in each hand, bend your elbows and bring weight to your chest, palms standing in. Bend your elbows to get
back into the starting position. 10 reps, 2 sets. Bicep Exercise: Chin-UpThis move may be best known for creating stronger jabs, back and core (and you'll do it, too), but behind-the-scenes (palms in front of you) Activity is also a great way to build power in your biceps. Start with your hands hanging from the bar, hands
apart (tip: close arms and a large load of biceps; wider arms and more back muscles). Bend your elbows and lift your chin above the barbell. Go back to hanging. 6-8 reps, 3 sets. Biceps and triceps Exercise: The front and side dumbbell Curls This movement works both heads of the biceps, subtly shifting the angle of the
lift. Start with dumbbells in each hand palm face forward, hands on the sides. Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart. Bend your elbows and lift the weights to your chest. Release. Keep your hands straight, pull your shoulders back and turn your arms so that your palms face to the side. From this position bend your
elbows and lift the weight to the height of the chest. Release. Turn your palms forward again. 10 reps, 2 sets. Tricep Exercise: Close your hands PushupYou'll give your jabs, shoulders, and abs workout with this step, but the real winners here are your triceps that get double burn with a simple arm adjustment. Get in an
extended position pressed, and place your hands below your chest, close enough, so that your fingers touch. Bend your elbows, holding them back and close on the sides as you lower your chest to the ground. Straighten your arms back to start positioning. 20 reps, 2 sets. Tricep and Bicep Exercise: CurlsStand cable
with legs shoulder width apart, about three feet from the cable machine, pulley mounted at chest height. Hold the handle in your right hand, palm face up, right hand extended in front of you. Bend your right elbow and perform the curl, keeping your upper arm steady and parallel to the floor, while your lower arms moves
the cable handle close to your chest. Release and straighten your hand. 8 reps on each side, 2 sets. Biceps and triceps Exercise: Hammer CurlsThis move running biceps as well as brachialis, a muscle that sits next to the biceps and adds definition and shape to the arm. Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart. Hold
the dumbbell in each hand, orienting the weight north/south, so that the hands are in a neutral position, the palms are turned to each other. Bend your elbows and lift the weights to your chest. Release. 10 reps, 2 sets. Triceps Exercise: Elbows-Out ExtensionSit back on a sloping bench about 30 degrees, knees bent, legs
flat on the floor. Holding the dumbbell in each hand, lift the weight above the chest, hands straight, palms facing you. Keeping your shoulders still, bend your elbows and lower weights to your chest. Lift them up again, 10 reps, 3 sets. Dad Bod Exercise Workout Get the weapon everyone wants with pro PT Henry Ives
Beast bicep workout. Load the straight bar nicely and heavily for your first sets, reducing the load with preacher curls and using dumbbells to focus on the individual peaks of your biceps. Can you tough this one out? Photo by Getty Images - Continue reading below 1 Barbell curl go heavy on these first sets curls. Kits:
4Reps: 6Rest: 90 secsGrab barbell with shoulder-width clutch clutch Let it hang in front of your thighs. Get ready for the core as you how well up the bar to your chest, keeping your shoulders still. Return to control at the top of the position. 2 equalizer bar curl Sets: 3Reps: 10-12Rest: 90 sec. The eard equal equalizer bar
in front of the hips with a behind-the-scenes, shoulder-wide clutch. As you breathe, curl the bar until your hands are on your shoulders. Squeeze the biceps and then lower under control. 3 Hammer curls Sets: 3Reps: 12-15Rest: 90 sechold dumbbells in each hand on the sides, palms facing to the hips. Curl the weight
until your fingers are near your shoulders and then lower. 4 Sitting biceps curl Sets: 3Reps: 8-10 repsRest: 90 secSit on the bench, hold two dumbbells on the length of the arms and let them rest on your side. Use your biceps to wither the dumbbells up your shoulders and then slowly lower them back to your side and
repeat. 5 Cable Biceps Curl Sets: 3Reps: 20-25Rest: 90 sec.Hold cable bar with backroom clutch, shoulder width from each other. Use your biceps to bend your elbows and raise the bar to your shoulders. Lower it back down to your hips and repeat. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported
to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io whether you are struggling to get to the gym or a place packed with clueless gym-bros hogging all the good gear we have training for you. For this back and encore set from Alex
Isaly, you need two sets of dumbbells - one set at 70-80% off your biceps curl maximum, the second set at 50-60%. To make drop sets start with a heavier weight, do 8-10 reps, drop dumbbells and go straight into 10-12 reps with a lighter weight. For supernets, the exercises are divided into pairs, so go straight from one
exercise to the next before resting and moving on to the next muscle building duo. Get through both sets of drop, then supersets before resting for two minutes. Then take it all over again. Advertising - Continue reading below 1 Dumbbell tilt back fly Chains 1: Drop setsSets: 2Reps: 8-10 then 10-12Rest: 60 secLi on a
sloping bench with dumbbell in each hand, hanging just above the floor. At the same time, lift both hands to the side until your elbows are in accordance with your shoulders. Lower the dumbbells back to the starting position and then repeat. 2 Incline Biceps Curl Sets: 2Reps: 8-10 then 10-12Rest: 60 secSit on a sloping
bench and hold the dumbbell in each hand at the length of the hands. Use your biceps to howl the dumbbell until it reaches your shoulder, then lower them back down to your side and repeat. 3 Dumbbell leaned over string Sets: 2Reps: 8-10 then 10-12Rest: 60 sec.Stealing dumbbell in each hand Knees a little and hinge
on your hip, so your upper body is almost parallel to the floor. Keep the core tight and back straight as paddle the weight up to the chest. Below and repeat. 4 Reverse grip biceps curl sets: 2Reps: 8-10 followed by 10-12Rest: 60 secsStand with legs shoulder width apart and hold two dumbbells on the hips with a top grip.
Lift your forearms by keeping your shoulders close to your body, so that your palms face forward and dumbbell shoulder height. Slowly return the dumbbells and repeat.  5 Two hands dumbbells of the hard-footed deadlift Circuit 2: supersetsSets: 1Reps: 8-10Rest: 0 secsHold two dumbbells on your side with your knees
slightly bent. Lower the dumbbells on the top of your legs as far as you can go, extending through the waist and then slowly return to the starting position.  6 Medium back shrugs Sets: 1Reps: 8-10Rest: 60 secsLie face down on a sloping bench with a dumbbell in each hand, allowing your hands to hang in front of you.
Exhale and squeeze the shoulder blades together as if you are throbbing, lifting the mannequins straight from the ground. Hold this position and inhale as you return to your original position and then repeat.   7 Twisting biceps curl Sets: 1Reps: 8-10Rest: 0 sec. The wuld dumbbell in each hand on your side with your
palms facing each other. Use your biceps to curl dumbbells up your shoulders, twisting your palms face to your chest as you lift them up. Slowly lower the dumbbells back on your side and repeat.  8 Cross Body Hammer Curl Sets: 1Reps: 10-12Rest: 120 secsStand holding two dumbbells on the sides, palms facing each
other. One by one, curl each weight to your opposite shoulder. Return under control to the top of the position and repeat on the other side.  This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this
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